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Abstract

In social media, there is a vast amount of in-
formation pertaining to people’s emotions and
the corresponding causes. The emotion cause
extraction (ECE) from social media data is an
important research area that has not been thor-
oughly explored due to the lack of fine-grained
annotations. Early studies referred to either un-
supervised rule-based methods or supervised
machine learning methods using a number of
manually annotated data in specific domains.
However, the former suffers from limitations in
extraction performance, while the latter is con-
strained by the availability of fine-grained an-
notations and struggles to generalize to diverse
domains. To address these issues, this paper
proposes a new ECE framework on Chinese
social media that achieves high extraction per-
formance and generalizability without relying
on human annotation. Specifically, we design
a more dedicated rule-based system based on
constituency parsing tree to discover causal pat-
terns in social media. This system enables us
to acquire large amounts of fine-grained anno-
tated data. Next, we train a neural model on the
rule-annotated dataset with a specific training
strategy to further improve the model’s gener-
alizability. Extensive experiments demonstrate
the superiority of our approach over other meth-
ods in unsupervised and weakly-supervised set-
tings.

1 Introduction

The Emotion Cause Extraction (ECE) task was
firstly introduced by Lee et al. (2010b), which aims
to identify the underlying causes of a given emo-
tion expression in textual data. Previous studies
mainly focused on extracting emotion causes from
news articles (Gui et al., 2016a; Xu et al., 2019;
Li et al., 2018; Xia et al., 2019; Fan et al., 2019;
Yan et al., 2021). One representative study among
them is Gui et al. (2016a), which constructed a new
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corpus based on SINA City News. The corpus has
attracted much attention in subsequent studies and
become a benchmark dataset for the ECE task. In
addition to news articles, microblog has nowadays
become an important platform for Internet users
to publish instant posts and share their personal
opinions about hot events or topics, which contains
a huge amount of subjective emotional expressions.
Tracing the potential causes behind these subjective
emotions is helpful to obtain a deep insight into the
public emotions, discover the essential causes of
the public opinion, and provide an important basis
for governments to promptly adjust their political
strategies.

However, the ECE task faces significant chal-
lenges due to the wide range of topics, diverse do-
mains, and the prevalence of informal expressions
in social media. Early studies aimed to address
these challenges by approaching the task from a
linguistic perspective and employing rule-based
methods to detect emotion cause expressions on so-
cial media (Gui et al., 2014; Li and Xu, 2014; Gao
et al., 2015a,b; Yada et al., 2017). Although these
rule-based methods are generally designed and can
be applied to different domains or topics, their per-
formance remains limited. Some recent studies fur-
ther employed statistical machine learning or deep
learning models to extract emotion causes in social
media. However, most of these studies primarily
focus on training their models on small-scale man-
ually annotated corpora in several specific domains
(Cheng et al., 2017; Chen et al., 2018a,b; Liu et al.,
2021). Despite obtaining better extraction perfor-
mance, these studies heavily rely on fine-grained
cause annotations and are solely suitable for spe-
cific domains. Due to the huge amount of data and
diverse domains in social media, it is impossible
to manually construct an annotated corpus for each
domain when we build a machine learning-based
ECE system, which greatly limits the large-scale
applications in real-world social media scenarios.
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To address the aforementioned problems, in this
work, we propose a new approach to extract emo-
tion causes on social media without human annota-
tion. Our framework is centered around a rule-
based method, bolstered by a specialized train-
ing strategy. Firstly, a Constituent-Based Rule
(CBR) method is proposed to extract the emotion
causes by utilizing the syntactic patterns in emo-
tion and cause expressions, and obtain a large rule-
annotated dataset without relying on human annota-
tion. Secondly, a Rule-Guided Pseudo Supervised
Learning (RGPS) framework is introduced to de-
velop a general system for emotion cause extraction
on social media. This method involves training a
model on the rule-annotated dataset by masking the
cue words and includes a label refinement module
for iterative learning.

In this work, CBR is a rule-based method that
relies on the constituent syntactic structure in
the Chinese language. Unlike previous methods
that mostly utilized word-level patterns of emo-
tion cause expressions, CBR employs carefully
designed rules based on the constituency parsing
tree. This approach effectively improves the perfor-
mance of span-level ECE and achieves high preci-
sion in extraction. We employ CBR to a large-scale
unannotated corpus to automatically obtain rule-
annotated data. With such a rule-annotated dataset,
we then train a neural model for extracting emotion
cause spans based on a pre-trained language model.
We propose to alleviate the problem of overfitting
inherent rule patterns by masking significant rule
features such as causal cue words. Additionally,
we propose a label refinement module to enhance
the diversity and accuracy of data labels through it-
erative training, which enables the model to further
improve its extraction performance and generaliza-
tion ability.

To evaluate the effectiveness of our approach, we
construct a new emotion cause dataset, COVID19-
ECE, which focuses on the topic of the COVID-19
pandemic. We conduct experiments on COVID19-
ECE and another social media ECE dataset named
CoEmoCause (Liu et al., 2021). Our experimen-
tal findings are as follows: 1) compared to previ-
ous rule-based methods, our proposed constituent-
based rules demonstrate a significant enhance-
ment in span-level emotion cause extraction per-
formance. Moreover, this approach achieves high
precision, which is highly beneficial for large-scale
practical applications in social media. 2) The

pseudo-supervised ECE model significantly im-
proves the recall of emotion cause extraction based
on CBR, which leads to a noteworthy improvement
in the F-score. Based on the rule-based pseudo an-
notation of 25,600 instances, our RGPS approach
achieves comparable span-level extraction perfor-
mance to standard supervised learning methods that
uses hundreds of human-annotated instances. 3) By
leveraging our RGPS approach and incorporating a
small amount of human-annotated data, we achieve
further improvements. E.g. with the help of 200
instances of human-annotated data, our approach
yields results that are comparable to those obtained
using full human annotations on that dataset.

2 Approach

Traditional ECE aims at extracting emotion causes
at the clause level (Gui et al., 2016a). Several recent
studies extend the task to extract the fine-grained
span-level causes (Oberländer and Klinger, 2020;
Li et al., 2021a,b). Due to the short and informal
nature of social media posts, span-level is more
suitable for identifying the emotion causes in so-
cial media texts. Therefore, this work focuses on
the span-level ECE task (Li et al., 2021b), which is
formalized as follows: Given a post S containing a
sequence of N tokens S = [w1, w2, ..., wN ] and an
annotated emotion expression E = [e1, e2, ..., eK ]
in S , the span-level ECE task aims to detect the
boundaries of the emotion cause span from S,
which stimulates the emotion expressions.

In the upcoming sections, we introduce our
emotion cause extraction approach, which in-
cludes two main stages: Constituent-Based Rule
(CBR) and Rule-Guided Pseudo-Supervised Learn-
ing (RGPS).

2.1 Constituent-Based Rule for Emotion
Cause Extraction

Previous works found that some specific words
are indicative of emotion causes, and summarized
these cue words into seven categories (Lee et al.,
2010b). Earlier rule-based methods for the ECE
task typically designed different word-level rules
and constraints for these cue words to extract verb-
centered cause triples, i.e., (Noun, Verb, Noun) (Li
and Xu, 2014; Gui et al., 2014; Chen et al., 2010),
which leads to limited performance in span-level
ECE. To this end, we propose constituent-based
rules to extract continuous emotion cause spans.

In order to introduce CBR more clearly and pro-
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Error Tolerance 0 token 3 token 5 token
Coverage 62.07% 79.41% 85.89%

Table 1: Statistics of cause constituent coverage on the
constituency parsing tree of the COVID19-ECE dataset.

vide a comprehensive understanding of their imple-
mentation, we first conduct preliminary analysis
and establish certain assumptions as a foundation.

2.1.1 Observation and Assumption
As shown in Table 1, our statistics based on the
human-annotated dataset (COVID19-ECE) show
that 62.07% of the gold emotion cause spans over-
lap entirely with the text span corresponding to an
individual constituent on the constituency parsing
tree. The coverage improves to 85.89% when we
allow for a 5-token error between the boundary
of the constituent and the gold annotation. This
indicates that most of the emotion cause span is
a relatively complete and independent constituent
and can be covered by a single constituent of the
constituency parsing tree. Moreover, the statistics
on the annotated corpus show that more than 90%
of the cause constituent types in the constituency
parsing tree belong to IP (Simple Clause), VP (Verb
Phrase) and NP (Noun Phrase). Based on this ob-
servation, we propose our basic assumption that
the span-level emotion cause extraction problem
can be converted to a cause constituent recogni-
tion problem with specific constituent types on the
constituency parsing tree.

Specifically, we define some key constituents
and causal syntactic relation on a constituency pars-
ing tree for the ECE problem as follows.

• Emotion Constituent: the constituent that
completely covers the emotion word and has
the deepest depth.

• Cue Word Constituent: the constituent that
completely covers the cue word and has the
deepest depth.

• Cause Constituent: the constituent with max-
imum coverage of cause span and has the
deepest depth.

• Causal Syntactic Relation: the connections
between the cause constituent and the cue
word constituent.

Pattern Cue Words Examples Number

A Prepositions for 9
Conjunctions because 4

B
Reported Verbs think/talk 22
Epistemic Verbs see/hear/know 34
Copula is 1

C Light Verbs let/make 8
Causal Verbs cause/lead to 9

D Emotion Verbs fear/hate -

Table 2: Cue words for proposed constituent-based
rules.

2.1.2 Patterns, Cue Words, and Rule Details

Based on these preliminary analysis and assump-
tions, we describe the details of CBR. In con-
stituency parsing trees, there are relatively fixed
syntactic patterns between specific types of cue
words and the corresponding cause constituents
they indicate. Based on this observation, we sum-
marize four representative and general causal syn-
tactic patterns. By employing pattern matching, we
can identify the causal patterns present in the text
and extract the corresponding cause constituents.
Table 2 presents the categories and quantities of
cue words corresponding to each pattern, and Fig-
ure 1 illustrates templates and examples for the four
causal syntactic patterns. Due to space limitation,
in the following we only introduce the first causal
pattern in detail. The matching procedure for the
other types of causal patterns remains similar.

In Pattern A, as illustrated in Figure 1(a), the
corresponding cue word category is preposition or
conjunction. In constituency parsing, the category
of the cue word is represented by ‘P’ to indicate a
preposition, and its parent node type is ‘PP’ (prepo-
sitional phrase). When the right child node of it
belongs to ‘IP/VP/NP’, the right child node is rec-
ognized as a potential cause constituent. Specif-
ically, in the input text with the explicit emotion
word ‘scared’, we first match the preposition cue
word ‘because’. Then, we check if the pattern of
the subtree matches the template. If the valida-
tion is successful, we can locate the position of
the cause constituent in the tree and map the corre-
sponding node to the cause span ‘the epidemic has
broken out’.

Note that it is possible to match multiple candi-
date constituents during the matching process. Fol-
lowing the practice in previous related works (Li
and Xu, 2014; Gui et al., 2014; Chen et al., 2010),
we only regard the candidate constituent closest to
the emotion constituent or cue word constituent as
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Post: 我很害怕因为疫情爆发了。
(I am scared because the epidemic has broken out.)

Example

scared

because the epidemic has broken out

(a) Pattern A

Post: 我很高兴听到这个好消息。
(I am so happy to hear the good news.)

happy

to hear the good news

(b) Pattern B

Post: 这场精彩的演出让我感到开心。
(This wonderful show makes me feel delighted.）

This wonderful show 

makes     me     feel delighted

(c) Pattern C

Post: 我喜欢这只跑来跑去的可爱小狗。
(I like the cute puppy running around.) 

like              the cute puppy running around

(d) Pattern D

Figure 1: Illustrations of our proposed Constituent-Based Rule. It contains four types of constituent-based patterns
and eight types of cue words. We use the colors red, green and blue to indicate emotion expressions, cue words and
cause spans in the post text. In the constituency parsing tree, we use boxes to indicate cause constituent, underlines
to indicate cue word constituent, and ∗ to indicate that any types are satisfied. We provide the corresponding English
translations below the Chinese examples.

the cause constituent.
Finally, we would like to state that although this

work was carried out based on Chinese microblogs,
its key idea can be applied in English as well. Ac-
cording to our observation, the syntactic patterns of
emotion cause expression in Chinese and English
are quite similar, and the vast majority of the CBR
rules are mutually compatible, except for some mi-
nor differences.

2.2 Rule-Guided Pseudo-Supervised Learning

The rule-annotated dataset reflects specific patterns
but does not cover all causal patterns. This will
affect the generalization performance of the model.
Therefore, we propose the Rule-Guided Pseudo-
Supervised learning method to alleviate this limita-
tion. We use CBR for automatic data annotation to
obtain a large-scale rule-annotated dataset. Next,
we use RGPS to train a model based on the rule-
annotated dataset, as shown in Figure 2.

The span-level ECE task can be formalized as a
sequence labeling task (Li et al., 2021b). Specif-
ically, a post S = [w1, w2, ..., wN ] and a given
emotion expression E = [e1, e2, ..., eK ] in S are
concatenated to form a combined sequence X as

the input fed into a pre-trained model like BERT:
[CLS], w1, ..., wN ,[SEP], e1, ..., eK ,[SEP], where
[CLS] and [SEP] are special tokens. The output of
the model is the contextualized representation of
each token in the combined sequence, and then we
use a Conditional Random Field (CRF) layer to pre-
dict the labels of the input post. We use {B, I,O}
as the label set. Here, B, I , and O represent the
beginning, inside, and outside of a cause span, re-
spectively, indicating the span ranges.

In order to train the model to learn causal rela-
tions beyond the inherent patterns from the rule-
annotated dataset, we propose a method called ‘rule
masking’. It involves randomly masking a specific
proportion of the causal cue words and emotion cue
words and then guiding the model to predict the
emotion cause spans without seeing these explicit
cues. This procedure breaks the inherent causal
patterns in the rule-annotated dataset and prevents
the model from relying on the cue words features
during the encoding process, allowing the model
to focus more on other effective and meaningful
information. As shown in Figure 2, the [MASK] to-
kens in green and red represent the masked causal
cue words and emotion cue words, respectively.
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The war leads to panic. 
I am happy to hear the news.
I like this cute puppy.

The war  leads panic. 
I am happy becausthe news.
I like this cute puppy.

[MASK]
[MASK]

[MASK]

Rule-Annotated Data 𝐷𝑟 Rule-Masked Data 𝐷𝑟′

Post-trained Model

Label-Refined Data Train

Infer Re-train

Unlabeled Data

Copy

The war leads to panic. 
I am happy to hear the news.
I like this cute puppy.

The war leads panic. 
I am happy becausthe news.
I like this cute puppy.

[MASK]
[MASK]

[MASK]

Rule-Annotated Data 𝐷𝑟 Rule-Masked Data 𝐷𝑟′

Unlabeled Data

Post-trained Model

Label-Refined Data Train

Infer Re-train

Unlabeled Data

Apply Rules

Copy

Rule Mask

☞

Figure 2: The Rule-Guided Pseudo-Supervised Learn-
ing for span-level ECE.

Note that, we mask the cue words in the attention
mask of the model’s input layer. During training,
the model is trained to learn the original sequence
labels, facilitating the capturing of connections
between the emotion expression and the emotion
cause span. We use Dr′ to denote the modified
dataset.

The labels generated by CBR are limited and
often inaccurate. After preliminary experiments,
we found that the model obtained by initial train-
ing with the pseudo labels already significantly
outperforms the rule-based method. Therefore,
we propose label refinement to update the origi-
nal labels during the training process iteratively.
Specifically, we train an initial model θ(0) over
the masked rule-annotated dataset D

′
r with the ini-

tial rule labels. In the subsequent iterative rounds,
we employ the predicted labels of the previous
round’s model on the training set as the supervision
labels for training the current round’s model. Con-
sequently, in the t-th iteration, the model’s output
is ŷ(t) = BERT-CRF(x; θ(t)). In each iteration,
we use the model that has already converged in
the previous iteration to initialize the model for
the current round. The information in the original
rule-annotated dataset is propagated through the
iterative training procedure. The subsequent mod-
els are trained on a new refined dataset with more
accurate and diverse labels, which helps the model
learn more efficiently.

3 Experiments

3.1 Evaluation Setup
3.1.1 Evaluation Datasets and Metrics
In this work, there are two COVID-19 related
datasets for evaluation: a new dataset COVID19-
ECE constructed by us and an open-source emotion
cause dataset CoEmoCause. We describe the two
manually annotated datasets as follows:

Item COVID19-ECE CoEmoCause
Number of posts 1,793 1,997

Number of instances 2,016 2,610
Number of cause spans 2,797 2,969

Avg. length of post 148.2 78.0
Avg. length of cause 14.4 8.0

Table 3: Statistic of two evaluation datasets.

COVID19-ECE. We selected a portion of data
from the crawled large-scale corpus for human an-
notation of the emotion causes. We hired three
annotators (all native Chinese speakers) to manu-
ally annotate 5,500 Chinese microblog posts. Two
annotators work independently during the anno-
tation process. They are required to annotate the
cause span corresponding to the emotion words
on the tweets that have been pre-matched with the
emotion lexicon (Gui et al., 2016a). When the an-
notators have different opinions on the annotations,
we involve the third annotator as the arbitrator. Fi-
nally, we end up with 1,793 labeled posts and we
name it COVID19-ECE.

CoEmoCause. This dataset is constructed by
Liu et al. (2021) and originally comes from the
epidemic dataset of the SMP2020 microblog emo-
tion classification competition.1 There are 5,195
posts in the dataset with span-level annotations.
There are nine emotion categories: respect, sup-
port, anger, happiness, surprise, disgust, sadness,
fear, and anticipation. To ensure the emotion cate-
gories of this dataset conform to the rule-annotated
dataset, we remove the samples belonging to sup-
port, anticipation and respect. Finally, we get 1,997
posts. The details of these two datasets are listed
in Table 3.

We split COVID19-ECE and CoEmoCause into
a training set, validation set and a testing set with
[75%, 10%, 15%] and [50%, 25%, 25%], respec-
tively. Our primary approach is evaluated solely
on the testing set. The training and validation sets
will be used for other comparative methods and
different settings. Due to space constraints, the
main evaluation metrics are span-level Precision,
Recall, and F1-score based on exact matching. If
using span-level relaxed matching, our approach
still achieves satisfactory results.

3.1.2 Pusedu-Supervised Training Dataset
Since the Evaluation Datasets are related to
COVID-19, so we use CBR to obtain a large-

1https://smp2020.aconf.cn/smp.html#4.
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Item Number
Number of posts 48,014

Number of instances 51,200
Number of cause spans 58,466

Avg. length of post 142.3
Avg. length of cause 8.0

Table 4: Statistic of the pusedu-supervised training
dataset.

scale rule-annotated dataset focusing on the topic
of COVID-19. We collect data from the Chinese
SINA MicroBlog, under the COVID-19 epidemic
topic, from February 2020 to June 2020 as the raw
corpus. We use the dictionary of causal cue words
proposed by Lee et al. (2010b) and the dictionary
of emotion words in Gui et al. (2016a) for keyword
matching. Note that we made slight modifications
to the aforementioned two dictionaries. We use
Berkeley Neural Parser (Kitaev and Klein, 2018) to
perform CBR for the automatic annotating in the
pre-processed corpus. We finally obtained a rule-
annotated dataset containing about 400K posts.

We randomly sample 51,200 instances to form
our training set, denoted as Dr. The statistics of
the rule-annotated training set are shown in Table 4.
We partition the training set into several training
subsets with increasing data sizes, consisting of
400, 1,600, 3,200, 6,400, 12,800, 25,600, 38,400,
and 51,200 instances, respectively. We select train-
ing subsets for model training based on different
experimental setups.

3.1.3 Implementation Details
We implemented our models with the PyTorch
version of the Huggingface Transformers (Wolf
et al., 2020). We use a learning rate of 1e-5 for
BERT/RoBERTa and 1e-2 for CRF layer. We per-
formed grid search for batch size in [16, 32, 64,
128, 256] and set it to 16. Warmup is applied on
the initial 10% steps. The dropout rates between
transformer layers are set to 0.1. AdamW is used
as the optimizer. In fully-supervised setting, we
use the validation set to preserve the checkpoints
for final testing. In unsupervised setting, we train
the model until it converges and use the average
evaluation result on the test set of the last 10 steps
as the final result. All results are averaged over 4
randomized replicate experiments.

3.2 Compared Methods

We compare our proposed CBR and RGPS ap-
proach with other methods in two settings, depend-

ing on whether a small amount of human annota-
tion is used.

w/o human annotations. WBR (Word-Based
Rules): Li and Xu (2014) adopts the word-level
rules for ECE on social media. We take the span
that is covered by the cause triples as the predic-
tion. CBR: This refers to our proposed constituent-
based rules. We use it to extract the span-level
emotion causes directly. CBR+RGPS: This is our
proposed approach to train the model on 25,600
rule-annotated instances. Note that we chose the
proportion of the causal word mask to be 0.6 and
the emotion cue mask to be 0.8 based on our empir-
ical experiments. In addition, we conduct a single
round of label refinement.

w/ few human annotations. In this setting, we
use additional 200 human-annotated instances as
a supplement. Supervised Training: We use the
pre-trained language model BERTbase as the back-
bone. We add a CRF layer on top of the model and
fine-tune it on the human-annotated data directly.
The performance of the supervised method serves
as a baseline for other methods. Self-Training:
This method utilizes a model obtained through su-
pervised learning on 200 manually annotated in-
stances and conducts self-training on 25,600 unan-
notated instances (Du et al., 2021). CBR+BERT-
CRF+FT: This method uses the BERT-CRF model
to train on 25,600 rule-annotated instances, and
then fine-tunes it on 200 human-annotated in-
stances. CBR+RGPS+FT: This method firstly
trains the model with RGPS on 25,600 rule-
annotated instances, and then fine-tunes it on 200
human-annotated instances.

w/ full human annotations. We directly fine-
tune the BERT-CRF model using full human-
annotated data (Li et al., 2021b). The performance
serves as an upper bound for other baseline models.

3.3 Main Results

Based on the two experimental settings mentioned
above, we compare these methods on two human-
annotated datasets, Covid19-ECE and CoEmo-
Cause, as shown in Table 5. Without the need
for any human annotations, our proposed CBR out-
performs WBR in all metrics and achieves high
precision scores, which is highly beneficial for
large-scale practical applications in social media.
We believe that the constituent parsing provides
more accurate cause span candidates, combined
with the causal syntactic patterns we proposed,
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COVID19-ECE CoEmoCause
Method P R F1 P R F1

w/o human annotations

WBR (Li and Xu, 2014) 13.85 8.99 10.90 16.93 8.99 11.74
CBR (Ours) 48.84 14.89 22.83 69.41 18.71 29.47
w/ rule-annotated data
CBR+RGPS (Ours) 46.79 31.06 37.21 32.82 28.59 30.56

w/ few human annotations

Supervised Training (Li et al., 2021b) 23.16 26.31 24.54 31.20 34.70 32.60
Self-Training (Du et al., 2021) 33.91 34.53 34.21 30.83 45.99 36.91
w/ rule-annotated data
CBR+BERT-CRF+FT 45.00 41.56 43.14 36.41 40.86 38.50
CBR+RGPS+FT (Ours) 54.23 40.19 46.16 36.07 45.31 40.15

w/ full human annotations Supervised Training (Li et al., 2021b) 45.94 45.93 45.90 40.57 43.94 42.05

Table 5: Main Results on COVID19-ECE and CoEmoCause. We highlight the best results for the w/o human
annotations setting using boldface. For the w/ few human annotations setting, we underline the best results.
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Figure 3: Size of rule-annotated data vs. Performance. Supervised Training (x) denotes the BERT-CRF model
trained on x human-annotated instances. CBR+RGPS-n denotes RGPS trained on 25600 rule-annotated instances
with n rounds of label refinement.

COVID19-ECE CoEmoCause
Method P R F1 P R F1
RGPS 46.8 31.1 37.2 32.8 28.6 30.6
w/o LR 50.1 28.5 36.2 36.7 28.2 31.6
w/o RM 40.1 23.1 29.2 36.5 22.8 27.7
w/o LR/RM 41.8 21.7 28.6 39.4 21.5 27.5

Table 6: Ablation study on RGPS.

resulting in better overall performance. Based
on 25600 rule-annotated instances, the proposed
method CBR+RGPS shows a significant improve-
ment in recall and F1 score when compared to the
rule-based methods. This indicates that RGPS can
improve the low coverage issues that exist with
rule-based methods. However, we observe an obvi-
ous drop in precision on the CoEmoCause dataset,
which may be attributed to differences in the dataset
distribution.

By incorporating an additional 200 in-
stances of human-annotated data, our proposed
CBR+RGPS+FT model demonstrates further
improvements over the CBR+RGPS baseline.
It achieves comparable or even better results
compared to the fully-supervised baseline
that requires 1,300 human-annotated instances.

CBR+RGPS+FT also outperforms semi-supervised
and CBR+BERT-CRF+FT with the highest F1
score. These findings suggest that the rule-
annotated data can provide valuable knowledge to
the model, and our proposed RGPS module can
assist in efficiently utilizing such rule-annotated
data.

3.4 Ablation Study on RGPS
We study the effectiveness of each component of
RGPS. Specifically, we use the following abbre-
viation to denote each component of RGPS: Rule
Masking (RM) and Label Refinement (LR). As we
can see from Table 6, Rule Masking plays a crucial
role in RGPS by providing a solid foundation for
further improvements. By employing Rule Mask-
ing, the model becomes capable of understanding
the deep connections between emotions and causes,
which facilitates enhanced performance. And we
find that RGPS achieves the best results when cue
words are masked at a ratio of 60%-80%. Further-
more, Label Refinement contributes to improving
the generalization performance of the model and
enhancing recall rates, albeit at the cost of sacrific-
ing a certain level of precision.
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Figure 4: Size of human-annotated data vs. Performance of different methods.

3.5 The Size of Rule-Annotated Data

We explore the performance change when hav-
ing different sizes of rule-annotated data. We
uniformly sample data from the rule-annotated
dataset and train our neural model on it. The
curves can be found in Figure 3. The X-axis is
the number of rule-annotated data, while the Y-
axis is the F1 score at the span level on the testing
set. There is a significant growing trend when the
number of rule-annotated instances is below 10K.
Thereafter, the growing speed slow down and con-
verges when the amount of data reaches approx-
imately 25K. Furthermore, by further expanding
the training data to around 50K instances on the
COVID19-ECE dataset, the performance of our
method CBR+RGPS approaches that of the model
trained using 600 manually annotated instances.
Additionally, the model subjected to one round of
label refinement, CBR+RGPS-1, demonstrates su-
perior performance compared to CBR+RGPS-0,
providing evidence for the effectiveness of our ap-
proach.

3.6 Discussion on Human-Annotated Data

We explore the dependence of different models
on different sizes of human-annotated data on
two datasets, COVID19-ECE and CoEmoCause,
as shown in Figure 4. The X-axis indicates the
number of human-annotated data, while the Y-
axis indicates the F1 score on the testing set.
CBR(25600)+RGPS indicates our proposed train-
ing framework, and we use BERTbase-CRF as the
backbone for post-training based on 25600 rule-
annotated instances, which serves as a baseline.
CBR(25600)+RGPS+FT indicates that we post-
train the model based on CBR(25600)+RGPS, and
then fine-tune it on human-annotated data. We use
a pre-trained Chinese T5-small (Wang et al., 2022)
as another strong baseline, and formalize the ECE

task as a Question Answering (QA) task.
In the COVID19-ECE dataset, CBR(25600)+

RGPS+FT can achieve an F1 score of 47.5%
by fine-tuning with only 100 human-annotated
instances. The other models require 600 and
more data to train from scratch to achieve
similar results. In the CoEmoCause dataset,
CBR(25600)+RGPS+FT also performs better than
other methods, which indicates that our method
can better alleviate the reliance of the model on
human-annotated data.

CBR
CBR+BERT-CRF

CBR+RGPS
CBR+RGPS+FT(200)

Method
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Figure 5: Generalizability test on COVID19-ECE.

3.7 Generalizability Beyond the Rules
This section further investigates the model’s gener-
alization ability on testing set within and outside
the scope of rule coverage. Firstly, we divide the
testing set into two subsets based on whether an
instance can be successfully matched by the CBR.
As shown in Figure 5, the red color denotes data
outside the rule coverage and the blue color denotes
the data within the rule coverage. All the models
are trained on 25600 rule-annotated instances. We
observe that CBR+RGPS outperforms CBR and
CBR+BERT-CRF notably on the data instances
outside the rule coverage. This indicates that our
proposed pseudo-supervised framework assists the
model in generalizing to data beyond the scope of
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rule coverage. Additionally, it also enhances the
extraction performance of data within the rule cov-
erage. With the incorporation of a small amount
of human-annotated data, CBR+RGPS+FT(25600)
achieves further improvements on data outside the
rule coverage, but the performance gains on data
within the rule coverage are limited. This suggests
that the model’s performance on data outside the
rule coverage is one of the bottlenecks limiting the
overall model performance.

4 Related Work

Early works on emotion cause extraction (ECE)
mainly focused on rule-based method. Lee et al.
(2010b) first proposed a task on ECE and con-
structed a corpus for the task. They summarized
seven groups of linguistic cues that could serve
as an indicator of cause events. Based on these
cues, some studies (Lee et al., 2010a, 2013; Chen
et al., 2010; Gui et al., 2014; Li and Xu, 2014;
Neviarouskaya and Aono, 2013; Yada et al., 2017)
proposed various word-level or clause-level rule-
based methods for this task. Gao et al. (2015a,b)
presented a rule-based ECE method for microblogs
based on cognitive theory. All these rule-based
methods suffer from the problem of low coverage.
In addition, they can’t aware of the boundaries of
the cause spans, which causes inferior performance
when fine-grained ECE is required.

Gui et al. (2016a) formalized the ECE task as a
clause-level binary classification problem and re-
leased a benchmark ECE dataset collected from
news articles. Based on this corpus, many tra-
ditional machine learning methods (Gui et al.,
2016a,b; Xu et al., 2017) and deep learning meth-
ods (Gui et al., 2017; Li et al., 2018; Yu et al., 2019;
Ding et al., 2019; Li et al., 2019; Xia et al., 2019;
Xu et al., 2019; Fan et al., 2019; Yan et al., 2021)
were proposed. Xia and Ding (2019) introduced
a new task called Emotion-Cause Pair Extraction
(ECPE) in news articles and many following stud-
ies have been proposed on this task (Ding et al.,
2020a; Fan et al., 2020; Ding et al., 2020b; Wei
et al., 2020; Chen et al., 2020a,b; Wu et al., 2020;
Singh et al., 2021). Recently, some works pro-
posed to extract emotion causes at the span level,
and pointed out that the span-level cause is more
precise than the clause-level cause (Oberländer and
Klinger, 2020; Bi and Liu, 2020; Li et al., 2021a,b).

Specific for the social media scenario, Song
and Meng (2015) used topic modeling to extract

word-level emotion causes in Chinese microblogs.
Cheng et al. (2017) constructed a dataset with
multiple-user structure for cause detection in Chi-
nese microblogs. They proposed two cause detec-
tion tasks for microblogs (current subtweet-based
cause detection and original subtweet-based cause
detection) and used SVM and LSTM to deal with
them. Chen et al. (2018b) presented a joint neu-
ral network approach for emotion classification
and cause detection to obtain the mutual inter-
action across these two sub-tasks. Chen et al.
(2018a) introduced a hierarchical Convolution Neu-
ral Network (Hier-CNN) to incorporate word con-
textual features and event-based features. Li et al.
(2020) proposed a bootstrapping method to extract
COVID-19 related triggers of different emotions
on Twitter.

Although the learning-based approaches achieve
sound emotion cause extraction performance, they
suffer from the dependence on significant amounts
of domain-specific fine-grained human annotations
to reach their full potential.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we explore how to build an emo-
tion cause analysis system on social media without
human annotation. First, we design a dedicated
rule-based approach based on explicit causal cue
words and constituency parsing tree, and then use
it to annotate data on a large-scale corpus. On the
basis of this, we introduce a strategy to alleviate the
overfitting problem of the rule-annotated dataset
and refine the labels during training to improve the
generalization and scalability of our model. Ex-
perimental results on two datasets demonstrate the
effectiveness of our approach.

Limitations

Although we have shown the potential of perform-
ing automatic emotion cause extraction (ECE) on
social media without human annotation, there are
still several limitations in our work.

Firstly, our work only considers the ECE task
in Chinese microblogs. It might be interesting to
investigate the effectiveness of our framework in
social media platforms in other languages.

Secondly, we only focus on extracting the emo-
tion cause expressed in the current post. However,
according to Cheng et al. (2017), 37% of the emo-
tion causes exist in the original or historical posts in
a conversation thread. Hence, it would be interest-
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ing to extend our work to more complex microblog
structures in the future.
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